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ABSTRACT 

In the prison system, it's important to organize 
effective operational management using digital 
transformations and interdisciplinary relations, taking into 
account the social, psychological and legal aspects of 
systemic processes. It's important to preserve and develop 
the emergent properties of the system and to build 
evolutionary paths, based on synergistic principles of 
management. The issue of security, including web 
resources and access to them, is also relevant for penal 
institutions and prisons. IT-infrastructure should be 
formed and modernized, which not only ensures security, 
but also allows prisoners to increase the potential of 
subsequent socialization in society, educational potential. 
The management of such processes is complicated not by 
the systemicity of approaches, uncertainty or redundancy 
in the system. There are communication barriers, 
emotional barriers and deliberate use of malicious new 
technologies. This study describes the approaches and 
principles for a systematic analysis of the manageability 
and security of prison web resources, and the model and 
procedure for this task. 
 
Key words: security, prison, site, management, 
infrastructure, tracking, prisoners, training. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The IT-infrastructure of the prison system of any state 

is undergoing digital transformations. Local and global 
challenges of the fourth industrial revolution are emerging 
[1]. They also affect the prison system and its digital 
reform [2]. New technologies and systems are integrated 
in conditions not only of detention of prisoners, but also of 
the entire FSIN system. The execution of punishment is 
also based on modern trends, technologies, socio-psycho-
pedagogical aspects, legal management and regulation of 
activities in the context of digital transformations in the 
Penal Correction System (PСS) and throughout society 
[3]. 

This leads to the need for systematic research into new, 
digital technologies and approaches in prison 
management, creating conditions for solving their current 
and systemic problems. There's increasing interest in 
creating and maintaining prison sites, but even more in 
ensuring their safety. The reflection of social differences is 
also relevant [4]. 

The problem of infrastructure for tracking prisoner 
behavior using web resources, the Internet, is also 

relevant. The tasks of the educational plan for prisoners 
are also being intensified. For example, a prisoner is 
enrolled in an online course or undergoes additional 
education in a second specialty. 

In particular, these include the acquisition of additional 
competences by prisoners in the following forms: 

1) distance learning - organization of distributed 
educational process on the basis of self-education, self-
organization; 

2) open, mass online training (courses) - support of 
individual and hybrid (1 and 2) trajectory of training or 
scientific and educational activities. 

Most prison web resources are not adapted for mass 
safe, use. The management of such resources is 
complicated by uncertainty and redundancy. The content 
of such sites isn't relevant to the goals of the prison 
system, does not stimulate adequate behavior of the 
prisoner [5]. 

Some prisoners, even in detention, are ready to wage 
information war against society, the state, the society[6]. 
There are unjustified communication barriers, even an 
emotional stress. Information processing is difficult, users 
experience difficulties if they try to structure and organize 
the content themselves. They can fall under the influence 
of negative information[7].  

A separate and important task is the use of web 
resources in the management and security of prisons. Up 
to the use of technological innovations by intruders, for 
example, UAVs [8]. The necessity of innovative methods 
tested in the practice of PСS is emphasized in the main 
evolutionary document of the Russian Federation [9]. 

This work systematically analyzes the problem of 
ensuring manageability, sustainability and security of web 
resources of PСS, and proposes an approach and model for 
solving this and related problems. For example, such an 
application is of interest to those who investigate 
corruption in Russia [10]. 

 
2. METHODOLOGY 
The integration of methods, technologies and targets in 

the above tasks is feasible in various ways. Let's highlight 
those that are most significant: 

1) interaction of web-technologies in ensuring solution 
of tasks (the impact of economic policy uncertainties must 
also be assessed; 

2) high-quality digital transformation, development of 
IT infrastructure, including limited, managed Internet 
access; 
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3) modernization and improvement of management, 
effective use of web resources and web tools. 

4) ensuring awareness and motivation (both employees 
and prisoners) in the use of non-prohibited and non-
recommended online platforms, resources[11]. 

It should be noted that the analysis of the responses of 
most of the staff and prisoners interviewed anonymously 
by experts showed that they want to receive more 
information, but are difficult to find it, do not understand 
the consequences of the use of web resources not safe for 
them and society [12]. It's important to address the 
problem of restricted, filtered access, for example, only for 
educational purposes and subsequent socialization [13;14]. 

We also take into account new approaches to solving 
socio-economic problems based on the transition to 
individualism [15]. 

The main methodology of attracting to the web 
resource used in this work, conditional and meaningful, 
can be indicated by the principle: "Promotion of writing, 
education and safety in virtual space". It concerns 
promotion, which shouldn't weaken comfort, interactivity, 
security of the site and IT-infrastructure of the institution 
PСS. It's also protection of content, structure, as well as 
protection against CMS hacking and access to site 
management (administration) through possible "loopholes" 
(vulnerabilities) of the site. We find a "middle ground": we 
protect the site - we do not make it difficult to work with 
it, its escort in the future. 

We also use formal methods - an approach using 
likelihood functions. You can also use a multi-agently 
approach, as in work Kleiner[16]. Prison architectonic is 
taken into account[17]. 

 
3. DISCUSSIONS AND RESULTS 
The management of the information resources of the 

UIS institution raises the following topical questions, 
which we will give with our answers, as we present them. 

What to protect? - Specifications, templates, content, 
programs, data structures, databases, contacts, code and 
password information, etc. 

What to fear? - Illiterate, unskilled actions (without 
intent or with malicious intent), failures, unstable, easily 
hacked passwords, viruses, etc. 

How to insure? - Coded access, logging, staff 
reliability, regular auditing and training, data duplication 
and backup. 

Problems of information product security, management 
of information-logical resources – many [18]. The 
following classes of threats, vulnerabilities are common, 
regardless of "power," topics and location of the site: 

1) operation errors; 
2) actions of unscrupulous users; 
3) maintenance, software (equipment, programs) 

failures; 
4) introduction of viruses (Trojans, worms, etc.); 
5) ignoring accepted rules and system access 

restrictions; 
6) design, development errors (they are not mandatory, 

but probable). 
Security activities directly depend on threats to the site, 

for example, we offer the following effective measures: 
1) selection of reliable CMS; 

2) coded and priority, controlled access (password 
system generation); 

3) dynamic audit of user activity (profiles); 
4) filtration (content, etc.); 
5) reliable personnel (careful selection and testing); 
6) stimulation of safe work of personnel and training of 

personnel (improvement of competences and self-
education); 

7) monitoring, testing and auditing of the site (better 
performed with the help of outsourcing companies); 

8) use of up-to-date antivirus databases and packages 
(licensed only); 

9) backup of databases and data (place in clouds or on 
the resource of outsourcing company). 

To develop an effective security policy is to solve half 
the case. The second half is activity tracking. Where, when 
and to what pages the user entered - everything is now 
available to hackers. Programs are designed to track 
children's activities at a computer or staff during working 
hours. 

Video tracking is integrated with PCS safety systems - 
local networks, workplaces of personnel, protected area, 
GPS and GLANASS navigation. 

There are police programs (for example, StaffCop, 
Russian program) monitoring personnel. Similar wardens 
should be developed and effective. We also take into 
account statistics according to which companies lose 
millions annually because employees "sit" on social 
networks; engage in insider, although the Law on Insider 
and Insider Information is quite effective (note, very 
"strict"), etc. 

The virtual supervisor (operator) collects information 
on: 

1) programmes (what, when, how long worked); 
2) sites (when, which pages, sites were opened, 

when they were viewed); 
3) computer screens (screenshots, images at the 

specified interval); 
4) USB devices, if enabled (device type, 

connection/disconnect time), etc. 
With the help of such a virtual warden, who manages 

the PCS system, discipline can be increased and violations 
prevented. 

Although the public expresses concern about the 
security of information, studies have shown that cases of 
hidden (unauthorized, unjustified for the purposes of 
clients) collection of data on users do not disappear. For 
example, due to the growing popularity of auctions, where 
advertisers acquire the necessary information on the web 
activity of users. There's also a growing number of virtual 
fraud, directly from the prison cell. For example, cases of 
fraudulent schemes on AVITO, on web payment systems 
are known. 

Although fraud is not regulated fully by law ("Trying 
to regulate everything by law will rather cause defects" - 
Spinoza), intolerance against it in society, web 
communities, media and legal literacy of prisoners should 
be increased. 

The competences of prison staff in introducing 
innovations and best practices, as well as the flexibility 
and dynamism of PCS processes, are important here. 
Competences of system analytics, situational modeling, 
and general legal culture are necessary, because prisoners 
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often don't think themselves outside of virtual space. They 
should be provided with access, and law-abiding citizens 
should be protected from "IT traps", criminals themselves 
apply IT. 

Opportunities to track site visitors, apply neuro-
marketing, neural network tracking algorithms, etc., are 
also growing. There are various facial recognition 
programs, such as YouTube Faces, which activates more 
than 3,000 videos across 1,500 individuals, including in 
different environments and shooting conditions. 

It's proposed to use plausible inconsistencies [19] in 
conditions of small samples of observations. 

It maximizes the probability densities of 
inconsistencies between the current image (input) and the 
references extracted from the last layers of neuro network 
convolution (output). As a criterion for assessing 
likelihood, we take the distribution of Jensen-Shannon 
inconsistencies [20], see also [21]: 
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When recognizing, we identify the proximity of the 
input with all outputs, for each class we estimate the 
likelihood of identified inconsistencies. 

 
4. CONCLUSION 
You can get almost half of the information about users 

by their web visits, stories. And latently, with the help of 
data collector programs, which operate after visiting the 
site where they are installed. 

Are legal conflicts with privacy problems possible? - 
The question is complex, subtle, compromise. Do you 
want to include "non-tracking feature (DoNotTrack button, 
DNT)" in your web browser? - Almost a third of Internet 
users know about it, but only use 4%. At the same time, 
for example, 45% of respondents in the USA know about 
the right to privacy on the Internet. 

In the Intranet (corporate Internet environment), you 
can detect an intrusion by using tools to find and analyze 
the behavior of the user, his deviations from the behavior 
of the regulated. Based on statistical methods, signature 
analysis, network segments, and individual security 
policies for each user. 

Reliability is a measure of quality. It's a quantified and 
qualitatively evaluated indicator that affects processes 
depending on the peculiarities of conditions, external 
impacts (interference immunity, for example) and the 
growth of their importance. Everything is determined by 
security policy, risk, threat, impact assessments, which can 
summarize data in real mode, from various sources. 

Security policy measures include outsourcing of the 
following processes: 

1) web site development, its support; 
2) automation (especially office management); 

3) services from Big Data, data centers, etc.; 
4) security, including re-engineering; 
5) improvement of tools such as CMS; 
6) increased and shared responsibility; 
7) risk management, etc. 
The results of this work show the need to combine both 

formal-mathematical and information-logical methods 
(algorithms) and heuristic, web-analytical methods. 

In this direction, work can be developed. 
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